Dear Sister Mar,  

I am writing to express my profound appreciation for the late evening party in the United States. Through the many years of our correspondence, I have come to admire your tireless efforts in the field of education and social justice. Your dedication and commitment to the cause have inspired me greatly. I am honored to be counted among your friends and I look forward to our continued correspondence.

Sincerely,

[presumably signed]

[Note: The signature is not legible.]
Dear Friend Dr. Langendorff:

This manuscript represents the final formulation the late author gave to his famous theory. Hidden for many years, to escape destruction by the Nazi-terror and after a complicated journey it was committed to my care. To honor the memory of my ingenious friend and to honor you I entrust this unique copy into your custody.

Most sincerely yours,

Emil Schwarz

---

Dear Maurice:

My answer to the above lines of Dr. Emil Schwarz was that I considered the custody he intrusted me with as an "Auftrag". You, Maurice, were the one I turned to in order to keep my promise of making known Spitzer's final formulation of his theory. You accomplished the task in the most lucid and scholarly fashion. No doubt, Spitzer's Opus Posthumum rightly belongs into your library.

In gratitude
Yours,

Chicago, August 1969.

[Signature]